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Battery System Technology for

Renewable Energy Systems 

• Stationary storage of renewable energy in 

– Grid connected systems for e.g. load levelling

– Off-grid applications
• Battery systems combine single battery cells into a smart

and monitored system guaranteeing following issues:

– Safety

– Durability

– Long life times

– High performance
• Several topics must be clarified when building a battery system:

– Ageing mechanisms of the technologies involved

– How to determine inner states (state of charge,

state of health)

– Monitoring concept

– Optimized operating control strategy

Lead acid battery system at „Rappenecker
Hof“ in an off-grid system with PV, wind, 
diesel generator and a fuel cell (Source: 
Fraunhofer ISE).
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• Algorithms determine the inner state of a battery. In solar
applications two states are relevant:

– State of health, i.e. the remaining capacity of a battery

– State of charge
• All battery technologies have different characteristics,

therefore the algorithms must be adapted for the single 
technologies (e.g. lithium-ion batteries and lead acid batteries)

• Different methods are applied
– Ah counting combined with OCV determination

– Fuzzy logic

– Model based methods employing Kalman filters
• Based on the known inner states optimized operating control

strategy can be applied resulting in
– Long life times

– Low down times

– Low maintenance costs

– Optimized performance

Online state of health determination for a 
lithium-ion battery using Dual Extended 
Kalman Filter (DEKF). State of health is 
defined as the remaining capacity of a 
battery (Source: Fraunhofer ISE).
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• Rappenecker Hof is a hybrid PV-system consisting
of

– 3.8 kW of photovoltaic
– 1.8 kW wind generator
– 1.2 kW of fuel cell
– 12 kW of genset
– 4 battery strings with 58 kWh capacity

• Installation of a battery management system
at Rappenecker Hof

• Battery management performs several tasks:
– Determination of state of charge and state of 
health
– Charge and discharge of strings according to 
inner states
– Special charging method for extended life 
times

Battery management system installed at the Rappenecker Hof 
(upper picture). Left hand side the state of charge is shown without 
battery management, right hand side the state of charge is shown
with battery management. With battery management system the 
storage is operated more often in high state of charge values 
resulting in longer life times of the batteries (Source: Fraunhofer 
ISE).
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ISET-LAB - Simulation Software for Lead-Acid Batteries

Many investigations in the domain of engineering problems cannot
be solved without careful simulation studies. Thereby efficiency can 
be significantly increased by standardised model libraries.

One example is the software ISET-LAB modelling the dynamical 
behavior of lead-acid batteries, satisfying very high accuracy 
demands. As before, standardised interfaces are of high impor-
tance, too.

For various reasons, some enterprises do not carry out certain 
simulation studies by them-selves. Therefore, in case of appropriate 
topics, the division of Energy Conversion and Control Engineering 
offers the accomplishment of simulation studies on a commercial 
basis.

Battery inverter test with ISET-LAB
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Energy Storage

ISET-LAB - Simulation Software for Lead-Acid Batteries

ISET-LAB simulates the dynamical behaviour of lead acid 
batteries based on the modelling of all relevant physical and 
electro-chemical processes in a single cell. There-fore, only 
constructive data, to be found in the battery manufacturer’s 
fact sheets, are required to investigate individual batteries.

ISET-LAB bases on the high level language C++ and is 
designed for various operating systems and simulation 
environments. 

ISET-LAB simulation model for lead-acid batteries 
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ISET-LAB - Simulation Software for Lead-Acid Batteries

ISET-LAB runs under Windows and UNIX and the environments 
Mat-lab/ Simulink, Simplorer and Saber. 

The software can be integrated in any control circuit or electronic 
network simulation. ISET-LAB has been used for many years by 
the European and American automotive industry particularly in 
the de-sign and optimisation of electrical board-nets. In this field 
ISET-LAB can be considered as a kind of reference software. 

ISET-LAB: comparison of measurement and 
simulation results from AGM batteries

Contact: Dr. A.S. Bukvić-Schäfer
+49 (0) 561 7294-343, dce@iset.uni-kassel.de
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Energy Storage

Storage of Solar Energy in Liquid Desiccants

for Air-Conditioning

Liquid desiccant cooling systems (LDCS) provide cool and dry air
for the ventilation of air-conditioned buildings. In a special absorber
the outside air is dehumidified by absorbing excess humidity with a 
concentrated salt solution (desiccant). Indirect evaporative coolers, 
use the cooling potential of the return air of the building and provide 
the cooling to the absorption process, Fig. 1. The dessicant takes up 
water removed from the outside air and has to be regenerated. 

In a regenerator the diluted dessiccant (weak solution) is heated to 
about 70 to 80 °C. The excess water is evaporated from the 
desiccant into the ambient air. The desiccant is concentrated again
(strong solution) and can be reused. The heating can be done by
solar thermal power or waste heat.

The system of weak and strong desiccant solution can be used as a 
compact energy storage system to store dehumidification energy
for times of insufficient insolation (night) or as an energy transport
system, in district cooling systems, e.g. to get solar energy into the 
city. 

However, a low-flow absorber technique had to be developed to 
achieve an energy storage density of up to 250 kWh/m3.

Figure 1: Sketch of a Liquid Desiccant Cooling
System using low-flow absorber technology 
and energy storage in the desiccant. 

ZAE BAYERN

Indirect Evaporative Coolers

Absorber

Regenerator

Desiccant
Solution

Energy 
Storage
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Energy Storage

Storage of Solar Energy in Liquid Desiccants

for Air-Conditioning

Low-flow absorber technique means a permanent solution flow of 
about 0.2 ... 0.4 l/h has to be distributed evenly over a heat and 
mass exchange surface of 1 m2 , which has to be internally cooled, 
e.g. by cooling water, to remove the heat of absorption and keep the 
absorption process effective. 

Special salt-solution distributers as well as exchange surface
geometries and coatings, have been sucessfully developed and 
tested at laboratory scale (air flow 40 m3/h) in different projects. 
Simulation tools and test facilities have been developed to evaluate
the performance of exchange surfaces.  

In 2005 a test plant (air flow 4000 m3/h) cooling a jazz club in 
Munich, Germany, has been built and studied, Fig. 2.

In 2006 a demonstration plant powered by a 550 m² flat plate
collector array has been built and tested in Singapore by L-DCS 
Technology GmbH, www.l-dcs.com, Fig. 3.

Figure 2: Absorber (air flow 4000 m³/h) 
using low-flow technology in a test facility
cooling a Munich jazz club.

ZAE BAYERN
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Energy Storage

Storage of Solar Energy in Liquid Desiccants

for Air-Conditioning

Exchange surfaces and solution distributers for the low flow
absorption technology tested in laboratory scale showed an almost 
completely wetted surface and an extremely even fluid distribution
which both are a prerequisite for an energy storage density of 
250 kWh/m3 under tropical ambient conditions.

In a technical scale plant (4000 m3/h air flow) an energy storage
density of about 200 kWh/m³ has been measured. The 
demonstration plant installed in Singapore (13000 m3/h absorber
air flow) has proved function under tropical ambient conditions. 

The manufacturing procedures, are currently improved in order to 
enhance the reproducibility and the economics of the exchange 
surfaces and the absorber. This is the objective of an ongoing
project carried out by ZAE Bayern and L-DCS Technology GmbH 
using waste heat as driving heat source. The project is supported by
the German Ministry of Economics. Figure 3: Low-Flow-Absorber (air flow

13000 m3/h) of solar powered L-DCS 
demonstration plant in Singapore, 2006.

ZAE BAYERN
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The increasing electricity generation by renewable sources such as 
wind and solar energy puts high demands on grid management. 
Decentralized energy storage is inevitable. But sites for water pump 
storage installations are limited and energy efficiency of compressed 
air storage is low. Therefore electrochemical energy systems may be 
an alternative.

Among these, redox flow batteries offer the advantage of having only 
fluid media as educts and products of the electrochemical 
conversion. This allows easy storage and independent scaling of 
power and energy. Furthermore, they have a very long cycle life and  
no memory effect resulting from discharge depth.

With increasing fraction of renewable energy 
sources in the electricity production, energy 
storage systems to level out fluctuations in 
production are becoming more and more 
essential.
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The most promising redox flow system is the full vanadium system 
with V(II)/V(III) at the anode side and V(IV)/V(V) at the cathode side. 
Here, inevitable crossover of the electrolyte does not destroy the 
whole system but only contributes to its self-discharge.

Up to now, the vanadium flow battery is strongly limited in energy 
and power density due to low solubility of the vanadium ions in the 
aqueous solvent and sluggish electrode reactions.

To improve electrode performance, the following optimizations are 
possible:

• increasing active surface area;
• increasing electronic conductivity;
• decreasing mass flow resistance.

Potential candidates for the redox-couples in 
flow batteries with an aqueous electrolyte. 
Here, the potential window is limited by the 
hydrogen and oxygen evolution reaction.

Redox Flow Battery
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One task is to identify enhanced electrode materials which satisfy 
the following requirements:

•Stability under operation conditions; 
•Large overvoltages for side reactions such as hydrogen evolution 
reaction and oxygen evolution reaction; 
•High mass transport properties resulting in less diffusion limitation 
of the currents. 

Redox Flow Battery
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Energy Storage

High-Temperature Heat Storage for the

Dispatchability of Renewable Energy 

With increasing shares of renewable energy, an improved 
flexibility of power generation will be a key aspect.

Novel technologies for improved heat storage will form the basis for 
such developments. Progress made in this field will open a vast 
potential towards a demand-oriented power supply from 
renewables.

Combined with Concentrating Solar Power, heat storage provides
• the capability for power generation beyond sunshine hours
• the capability to meet specific demand profiles and to supply 

peak power
• increased revenues through better utilization of the power 

block

As an important part of future power plant technologies, heat storage 
can substantially increase the grids’ ability to integrate intermittent 
renewable energies, such as within
• compressed air energy (CAES) plants close to offshore wind 

regions
• combined-cycle plants with CHP capabilities 

Parabolic trough solar power plant with heat 
storage in Gigawatt-scale.
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High-Temperature Heat Storage for the

Dispatchability of Renewable Energy

DLR is developing highly specific high temperature storage solutions 
for various upcoming applications. Research is concentrated on 
storage materials, design aspects, process integration and cost 
factors in the following fields :

• Concrete heat storage for solar thermal power plants and 
industrial process heat applications (<500 °C): cost reduction.

• Molten salt heat storage for solar thermal power plants: 
development and assessment of design solutions.

• Latent heat storage for use with steam cycles and process 
steam (130 to 550 °C): materials with superior properties, 
improved heat exchange and potential for cost reduction. 

• Thermo-chemical storage for high-temperature processes
(>300 °C): reactor concepts, process development.

• Storage regenerators for solar tower plants with air-cooled 
receivers (>700 °C): cost-effective design solutions for large-
scale implementation.

• Storage regenerators for pressurized operation in Adiabatic 
Compressed Air Energy (AA-CAES) Plants (~650 °C): concept 
studies, design aspects, material issues.

• Storage integration into process heat systems.
Concrete storage test implementation in pilot 
scale
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Energy Storage

High-Temperature Heat Storage for the

Dispatchability of Renewable Energy

Main achievements accomplished at DLR include:

• A 400 kWh pilot concrete storage, jointly developed with Ed. 
Züblin AG, has been in operation since May 2008. More than 
9000 hours of degradation-free operation above 300 °C with 
more than 280 cycles have been carried out.

• A novel high temperature 10 kWh latent heat storage was 
demonstrated at temperatures up to 330°C. The demonstration 
of a 1 MWh combined latent heat/concrete storage for direct 
solar steam generation to begin in winter 2010.

• A gas-solid reaction system has been selected for high temperature 
thermo-chemical storage and suitable reactor concepts have 
been identified.
• Design study for heat storage in combined-cycle/CHP plants

has been concluded with industrial partners.
• A Concept of a 1.2 GWh storage regenerator for use in AA-

CAES plants has been elaborated with industrial partners as an 
important milestone towards the demonstration of such plants.

Contact: Dr. Rainer Tamme T: +49 711 6862-440 E: rainer.tamme@dlr.de

Left: Demonstration scale latent heat storage 
at Carboneras (South Spain). Right: 
Conceptual design of a heat storage for AA-
CAES plants
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An increasing share of fluctuating renewable energy, e.g. wind 
power,  already requires huge effort in electricity grid expansion and 
optimisation. But these measures alone are not sufficient for the 
complete integration of expanding renewable power.

Future grid stability with high shares of fluctuating renewable power 
need further measures, like new storage capacity, load management 
and production systems.

In particular for long time storage today’s state of the art solutions 
are not sufficient.
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A pilot-plant for Substitute Natural Gas (SNG) 
production using renewable power and CO2
has been erected in two containers at the 
Center for Solar Energy and Hydrogen 
Research (ZSW) financed by Solar fuel 
Technology GmbH&CoKG. Worldwide it is the 
first running test plant for the complete 
„Power-to-Gas“ path. 

Research activities at Fraunhofer Institut für
Windenergie und Energiesystemtechnik
(IWES) showed that the grid integration of 
renewable power can be improved 
significantly with using the “Power-to-Gas”
technology.
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Prototype: Right  side: CO2-recovery (air), 
Left side: H2-production, CH4-synthesis, and 
SNG fuelling station

A market analysis done by SOLARFUEL shows that renewable SNG 
production is possible at  market prices. The analysis is based on 
plant cost and variable electricity prices. In the future an increasing 
range of power market prices is foreseeable which enable a further 
reduction of SNG production costs. 

The power consumption of a “Power-to-Gas” plant is comparable to 
the power consumption of a hydro pump storage plant.  In 
comparison, the main advantage of the “Power-to-Gas” concept is 
that the stored energy can be traded directly – independent of the 
time – which enables new interesting business models within a 
deregulated energy market.
.
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Electrical Energy Storage

Stand alone photovoltaic systems require in most cases an electrical 
energy storage system. The storage system has to store energy if
the energy generation is higher than the energy consumption. On the 
other hand side the storage is discharged if the energy generation is 
below the energy consumption.
In case of grid connected systems, storage systems are not 
necessary if the ratio of renewable energy is low. However, in case 
of increasing renewable energy in the electricity generation, the 
stability of the grid cannot be guaranteed. To improve the stability, 
electrical energy storage systems can be used.
For this two applications reliable storage technologies are required. 
For the stand alone systems lead acid batteries are used today. 
However the lifetime of this batteries is limited to 3 to 10 years. 
The short lifetime results in high annual storage costs. Therefore 
improved storage systems with long lifetime are of Interest für these 
types of applications.

State of the art electrical storage is based on 
lead acid batteries
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Electrical Energy Storage

Most important parameter for such storage systems is the lifetime 
and the specific cost. 
To investigate this characteristic, a couple of test profiles were 
developed and used to characterize storage systems.
Next to different types of lead-acid batteries a couple of different 
“advanced battery technologies”, as lithium-ion, lithium-metal, NiMH, 
NiFe and redox flow batteries are investigated. Most interesting 
parameters are:

• Lifetime at different typical operation conditions
• Influence on lifetime by longer phases of low SOC and high SOC
• Energy efficiency
• Self discharge
• Deep discharge recovery

These tests are carried out in the laboratory, whereas lifetime 
investigations are accelerated. Batteries that reach the end of life are 
investigated by a post mortem analyses. IR image of an aged lead acid battery. The 

hot spots are caused by short circuits by 
shedded active material.
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Electrical Energy Storage

Investigations have shown that the lifetime of batteries depends
strongly on:

• The type of operation
• The quality of the battery, even if the same technology is used
• The battery technology

In case of energy efficiency, lithium-ion batteries show very good 
value of 95% and higher. Additionally most lithium-ion batteries have 
a long cycle lifetime, but show a strong influence of the state of 
charge on the calendar lifetime. 

Especially the influence of the operation type results in advanced 
battery system technology (see separate poster).

40Ah / 24V Li-Ion battery for a pv stand 
alone application
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Redox-Flow Batteries – Electric Storage Systems for 

Regenerative Energy

Redox-flow batteries are excellently suited for intermediate storage 
of electricity in power grids or isolated systems with a high, 
fluctuating proportion of regenerative energy sources.
With their advantageous properties, they present a promising 
alternative to conventional battery-based storage units or also fuel 
cells.

Particularly the so-called all-vanadium redox-flow battery features 
essential advantages compared to conventional electric storage 
units: Separation of the conversion and storage units, high electric 
efficiency, good cycling stability and thus long
lifetime, and no degradation effects in the electrolyte arising from 
cross-contamination via the membrane.

In corporation with other Fraunhofer institutes researchers at the 
Fraunhofer ISE in Freiburg work on a further development of redox-
flow batteries to offer this promising technology industrial partners. 

General operating principle of a redox-flow 
battery with external tanks (T) and  
circulation pumps (P). The cells consists of 
electrodes (E) and a membrane (M).

Contact:
Dr. Tom Smolinka
Fraunhofer Institute for
Solar Energy Systems ISE
Freiburg, Germany
Phone: +49 (0)761/4588 5212
tom.smolinka@ise.fraunhofer.de
www.ise.fraunhofer.de
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Redox-Flow Batteries – Electric Storage Systems for 

Regenerative Energy

Within a Fraunhofer joint project, we perform materials 
characterisation, cell design and optimisation, stack 
development, system modeling and management and 
finally control development.
In a first step a multiple-cell battery with an active area of 
250 cm² was constructed and used for material 
characterisation, for validation of a system model that have 
been developed in parallel and for determination of 
important technical parameters for system dimensioning. 
Based on the results a 700 cm² stack consisting of 5 cells 
was designed and built up in order to perform long-term 
performance tests.
In a next step a complete 1 kW system is under 
construction which finally should be evaluated in a field test 
as long-term storage option for regenerative energy.

Construction of a 700cm² redox flow cell for
a demonstrator system with a 1 kW redox-
flow stack. 
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Energy Storage

Within this project a comprehensive understanding of the vanadium 
redox-flow technology could be achieved. Progress in stack design 
helps in the construction of low-cost and long-durable battery 
systems in the kW class. The simulation-based control concepts 
allow us to develop robust operating strategies with high system
efficiencies for different grid-connected and independent storage 
applications.   

Redox-Flow Batteries – Electric Storage Systems for 

Regenerative Energy
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Energy Storage

Cold storage with Phase change slurries

Phase change materials provide a huge heat storage capacity during
phase transition (mainly solid/liquid) in a small temperature range. 

This can be used to increase heat storage capacity at the same
volume, or to reduce storage volume at the same heat storage
capacity or storing the same amount of energy with lower losses.

Many material classes can be used as a PCM (Salt-hydrates, 
Paraffins, Clathrates…)

In most cases the PCM has to be encapsulated to immobilisate the 
PCM in the liquid phase, prevent reactions between PCM and 
surrounding…

Microencapsulation (2-20 µm) is a key technolgy for easily using
PCM and delivers many advantages compared to often used
macroencapsulation and direct immersion (better heat transfer, no 
risk of damaging the capsules, prefabricated materials with PCM 
inside) Water and microencapsulated PCM 

combined to a PCS (phase change slurry)

Contact:
Dr.-Ing. Peter Schossig
Fraunhofer Institute for
Solar Energy Systems ISE
Freiburg, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 7 61/ 45 88-5130  
peter.schossig@ise.fraunhofer.de
www.ise.fraunhofer.de
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Cold storage with Phase change slurries

PCS consist of a carrier fluid and a PCM. The enhanced heat
capacity helps to reduce energy demand for cooling applications
and increases utilization of environmental cold sources by:

• Storing the same amount of energy at higher temperatures reduces
losses

• Storing the energy at higher temperatures makes it easier to use
environmental cold sources to cover the cold demand

• Cold sources can work more efficient when delivering cold at higher
temperature

• Higher energy density leads to smaller storage tanks to store the 
same amount of energy

• To transport the same amount of energy a reduced volume flow
can be used

• Heat transfer is more efficient due to isothermal release of cold Phase change slurries. Emulsions (eg. 
Paraffin in Water) or Suspension (eg. 
microencapsulated PCM in water)
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Cold storage with Phase change slurries

Research on two types of PCS  at Fraunhofer ISE:

Suspensions:
Consist of microencapsulated Paraffin with water.
PCM is finally developed and the research is close to the application. 
Long term pumping and cycling tests are running at the moment in a 
test rig

Emulsions:
Paraffin in water not encapsulated. Main research focus on 
emulgators to achieve long-term stable emulsions.

Projekt PCS Imtech:
Comparions of three storage tanks (ICE-Slurry, PCS and Water) 
under real usage, funded by the german federal ministry of 
economics and technology FKZ0327427b
-Test plant is under construction
-Good thermo-hydraulic characteristics of first PCS-Emulsions
-Stability tests and first simulations running at the moment

Comparison of storage capacity depending
on energy density of the PCS within 6K.
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